
Swiss Made

Light up
your life.
Albedo one 
LED floor lamp



Light is a central aspect in our lives. Its brightness 
and colour have a strong influence on our mood and 
our sense of well-being. We need activating white 
light in the morning and for work, we prefer a mixed 
white light during the day and, in the evening, we 
recover and relax with warm white shades. 

Discover the Albedo one: The world‘s first LED floor 
lamp with dynamic light control. Just one source 
of light for all everyday requirements and changing 
moods.

Light up your life.

Albedo one: One lamp,  
many faces.

All functions can be controlled 
manually by a touch display  
or by an IR based Apple Remote 
Control.

*Registered trademark, © Apple Inc.



»  A moment in time 
will never return.  «
Peter Inhoven, 
sausage creator and meat stylist

Peter Inhoven‘s life is entirely dedicated to enjoyment. 
He loves his job and runs a butcher shop in the third 
generation. He has made his trade into an art form. 
Unusual sausage creations with just as unusual names 
like the Shanghai Tiger, the Transylvanian or La Fleur 
continue to impress his customers and visitors to his 
popular events. 

He is always looking for something special in every-
thing he does: with his creativity and passion he 
provides exceptional taste experiences, harmony and 
unforgettable moments.

Light up your life.



Six pre-set light programs, individual setting  
options and a progressive dimming function make  
it easy to create the perfect atmosphere.



»  The right mood 
at the right time.«
Anna Kubin,
actress

Anna Kubin grew up in Berlin. She knew  
very early that she wanted to become an 
actress, fascinated by the possibility to  
assume and play different roles. Using  
language and acting as a means to interact 
with the audience continue to make the  
job so special to her. 

She is now in her eighth year at the Schau-
spielhaus Düsseldorf enjoying and relishing 
the feeling of reaching her audience emo- 
tionally just as much today as she did at the 
beginning of her career.

Light up your life.



Discover completely new possibilities in lighting 
effects and in combining colors for endless  
possibilities: with the innovative Albedo one 
light control system, you can produce any light 
colour you want.

The Albedo one integrates easily with any  
furnishing and decoration style thanks to its 
timeless and clear design.



Huy Dieu, 
designer, fashion creator  
and restaurateur

If you want to meet an example of energy and creativity, 
you have to meet Huy Dieu. At the tender age of 20 he 
has successfully established his agency GOOQX. 
 
Now he works for customers throughout the world, runs 
a successful streetwear fashion label, organises party 
events with international DJs and is developing the  
burger chain »What’s Beef« together with his partners. 

»  What I like is 
individuality and 
good style.«

Huy Dieu is a real multi-talent: He is drive by his 
varied interests, the ambition to gain individual 
experiences and the sheer delight in creative work.

Light up your life.



An excellent lighting performance and integrated 
motion and day-light sensors qualify the Albedo one 
also as an effective office lamp.



Standard product range  
Custom made specials
Manufacture
Technical specifications



Albedo one | LED floor lamp | Product range

AL 01
Aluminium matt

Albedo one | LED floor lamp | Product range

AL 01
White matt

235 mm 370 mm

19
00

 m
m
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AL 01
Black matt

Albedo one | LED floor lamp | Product range

AL 01
Ferrari red

235 mm 370 mm

19
00

 m
m



Albedo one | LED floor lamp | Custom made specials

AL 01
Chrome high polish

Albedo one | LED floor lamp | Custom made specials

AL 01
24 Karat Gold-plating, high polish

Special designs and finishes 
available on request.  
(Further information at:  
www.albedo-light.com)

235 mm 370 mm

19
00

 m
m



Albedo one:  
Made in Switzerland. 
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For more quality of life.

The Albedo one is produced in classic craftsman-
ship at the Albedo AG manufacture in the Canton 
of Zug, Switzerland. The highest standards in  
functionality, quality and aesthetic designs are 
met. Albedo one: an innovative LED floor lamp 
today, possibly tomorrow‘s classic.

Only high quality and long-life materials 
and electronic components are used for 
the production of the Albedo one.
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Light source LED

Type of lamp Base/stand

Light system Direct/indirect

Proportion of direct light 36%

Luminous flux (total) 6200 lm (max.)

Light efficiency 100 lm/W 

 (Minergie requirement 70 lm/W)

Colour temperature Adjustable from 2700K to 5000K

 (3800K at max. luminous flux)

CRI (colour reproduction) 87 (at 3800K)

Glare (UGR) <19

Illuminance up to 1800 lx

Suitable for office work Yes

Max. light density at 65° 16‘466 cd/m2

Diffusor panel PMMA with grooves

Voltage/Frequency 100-240 VAC/50-60 Hz

Power consumption 62.4 Watt

Standby power consumption 1 Watt (with active sensor)

Power supply Power pack 24VDC/60 Watt

Dimming mode Yes

Memory function Yes

Demo mode Yes

Light programs 6

Memory function 1

IR remote control Yes (optional)

Presence alarm/motion sensor Yes

Daylight based dimming Yes

Direct/indirect light control Yes

Ambient light Three colour LED (indirect)

Energy efficiency class A +

Outlet, plug and cable connection All standard plug norms,

 3 m cable length 
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Program selection

RGB colour selection

Colour intensity (dimmable)

Sensor on/off

Daylight/motion sensor Light system bottom  
(dimmable)

Light type (daylight,  
mixed light, warm white)

Light system top 
(dimmable)

On/off

Almost all light colours can  
be individually mixed in the  
RGB mode.

Light distribution Ambient light



Concept and design: nxt.de | Photos: tillmannfranzen.com



Represented by:

Albedo AG
Ruessenstrasse 9
CH-6340 Baar
www.albedo-light.com


